ALEKSEY
PHOENIX, HANNOVER / IN BED WITH SPACE / WEPLAY
WEB & SOCIAL
Facebook
facebook.com/aleksey.official
Twitter
twitter.com/alekseyworld
Youtube
youtube.com/user/alekseyworld
Instagram
instagram.com/akipreik
RESIDENCYS
Phoenix Club Hanover
Savoy Club Göttingen
Wasserturm Hannover
RELEASES
Dabruck & Klein, Aleksey „Music“ (WePlay)
Dabruck & Klein, Brockman & Basti M, Aleksey
„Raise your hands for music“ (WePlay)
Brockman, Basti M, Aleksey „20 Russian models“ (WePlay)
Kid Chris, Aleksey „In Touch with Ibiza“ CD (Club Star)
Jan Leyk, Aleksey „Goethe“ (Kontor)

CLUBS PLAYED
Panama / Amsterdam
Puro / Berlin
Sax & Ocean / Abu Dhabi
The Loft / Kuala Lumpur
Golden Cut / Hamburg
Phoenix / Hanover
Block 10 / Beijing
Triple A / Cologne
Nachtresidenz / Düsseldorf
CORPORATE & EVENTS
In bed with Space (Ibiza)
Nature One
Loveparade
Ruhr in Love
Streetparade

BIOGRAPHY
Aleksey‘s DJ career began in the mid-90s, at which point he was already performing at parties throughout
Germany for the radio station Jam FM. A visit to Mousse-T’s successful label „Peppermint Records” in Hannover and many ensuing nights in the most reputable German clubs quickly enamoured Aleksey with electronic
music. Aleksey began to perform as professional DJ in clubs in Hamburg, Düsseldorf, Hannover and Berlin
and quickly advanced to become an established house-hold name with bookings throughout the country.
Musically he‘s now focuses on House, Tech House and Minimal. In 2007, he was discovered by the internationally agency Mind Group, based in Cologne, where he quickly advanced to be a DJ and event manager. He
performs worldwide for the successful label „In bed with Space”, originating from the famous SPACE CLUB in
Ibiza (named World’s Best Club 2006), with shows in in Germany, Austria, Netherlands, Switzerland, Romania,
Spain, China, Malaysia, Estonia and celebrating with thousands of party people over the years. He performed
at the STREETPARADE in Zurich (Switzerland) and played at the biggest party of world, the LOVE PARADE.
In 2010, Aleksey publishes electronically for the first time: his track „Rock the Most” by Kid Chris feat. Aleksey was released by the traditional house label Cause’n’Effect Records entered the top ten of the Swiss DJ
Charts and the top 25 in the British Dance Charts. He spends quality time in the studio with the global players
Dabruck & Klein, head of the label WePlay, and records „Music”, which was featured on the first longplayer
„2:48am” by Dabruck & Klein. The album was marketed and promoted by the reputable Armada Music.
In 2011 Aleksey played at the famous „Ruhr in Love“ Festival and NATURE ONE which hold both over 40.000
people. The last collaboration with DABRUCK & KLEIN / BROCKMAN & BASTI M hit the german dance charts
by #9! 2013 Aleksey collaborated with famous TV-Star and over one million Facebook follower man JAN
LEYK. The Track „Goethe“ was released on KONTOR RECORS. It went directly into the Top 100 iTunes Charts
and the Video has over 400.000 Hits on Youtube. Aleksey did several big Festival Shows in Germany, Africa
and throughout Europe. For the 20th Anniversary of his famous Motherband JAZZKANTINE he went into the
Studio and recorded 3 tracks for the brand new JAZZKANTINE Album 2014.In the future he will publish a variety of tracks with several famous labels – meet him in clubs and party to his distinctive, pulsing sets, listen to
his tracks at home, or both.
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